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A B S T R A C T : Studies of slavery in Africa during the period of the Atlantic slave trade have largely ignored questions of how political processes affected enslavement during the period and also the extent to which notions of who could be enslaved were modified. Documentation for the kingdom of Kongo during the 1500s to 1800 allows us to explore how the trade was sustained and the social and political dynamics behind it. In a state that consistently exported large numbers of slaves throughout the period of the trade, kings of Kongo at first observed quite a pronounced distinction between foreign-born captives subject to enslavement and sale in the Atlantic trade and freeborn Kongos who were largely proctected from enslavement and sale overseas. In time, however, the distinctions that separated foreign-born and Kongos fell apart as later political authorities and others disregarded such distinctions and all Kongos became subject to enslavement and sale overseas. This was a product of internal Kongo conflicts, which witnessed the collapse of institutions and the redefinition of polity, what it meant to be a citizen or freeborn, and who could be enslaved.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
T H E issue of the Atlantic slave trade and its impact on the social and political structures in African societies was the subject of discussions several decades ago. During the early 1960s Walter Rodney and John D. Fage engaged in a lively debate concerning the impact of the Atlantic slave trade on African societies. Rodney claimed that European demand for slaves intensified slavery in Africa, while Fage countered that slavery already existed in West Africa and European merchants tapped into an existing supply for their slaves.
1 Later scholars such as Paul Lovejoy, informed by Rodney's thesis, advanced his 'transformation hypothesis ' to argue that more and more production processes were transferred to slaves who became more central to the political economy of African states.
2 Over the years, historians have examined topics ranging from slavery and gender in Africa, to the role of slavery as a political system, slavery as a system of labor, and slavery and its connection to kinship.
3 For Central Africa, and especially the kingdom of Kongo, the slave trade has been seen as particularly pernicious, with longlasting disastrous demographic, economic and political effects.
4 Anne Hilton and John Thornton have both contributed to the debate concerning the trade's destructive role in Kongo.
5 Hilton, for example, contended that the relationship between the Portuguese and the Kongo rulers in the first several years of contact led to the development of slavery in a region where none existed before, and that, moreover, by the seventeenth century the proportion of ' slaves to free' in the population had increased substantially.
6
Thornton contended that, rather than being destroyed by the trade, Kongo's rulers controlled and contained its negative effects. He dismissed ' the myth of Kongo destruction at the hands of the Portuguese ', 7 and argued instead that decisions made by Kongo's rulers played an important role in the growth of slavery and the slave trade in the kingdom, at least before the late seventeenth century.
8 In reference to the transformation hypothesis, while Hilton argued that the trade transformed Kongo's political structure and led to greater centralization, Thornton maintained that domestic political processes were always primary in Kongo's transformation, including those connected to the slave trade. This study will devote more attention than previous ones to the questions of how slaves were procured and who could be enslaved. From the beginning of its relationship with Europeans, Kongo relied on the export of slaves to sustain the diplomatic, material and cultural ties the country developed with Europe. Rulers also used slaves within the kingdom as well. However, previous studies that focused on the role of the external slave trade reveal little about the way in which the kingdom's politics impacted on the procurement of slaves and the transformation of the institution.
10 Moreover, they ignore the major sociopolitical processes such as civil wars and their impact on enslavement. This paper explores the dynamics that undergirded Kongo's participation in the slave trade, and addresses the issues of how slaving and wars affected notions of freedom and slavery.
For most of the sixteenth century, as Kongo expanded militarily, foreign captives supplied Kongo's needs for slaves, 11 and many of the people born in Kongo enjoyed the protection of the king and were not exported. By the turn of the eighteenth century this situation had changed as rival contenders for the throne, along with their appointees and partisans, came to play an increasingly important role in the politics of the kingdom. The fragmentation of Kongo's politics which made kings unable to protect their people from enslavement provides important clues as to why more people born in Kongo became subject to enslavement, as well as to the relationship between the Atlantic trade and the growth of slave holding in the kingdom.
12
S L A V E R Y A N D T H E S L A V E T R A D E I N K O N G O : O R I G I N S T O T H E L A T E 1500S
Slavery as an institution existed from the time that Kongo emerged as the dominant power in West Central Africa in the fourteenth century. Giovanni Antonio Cavazzi, a Capuchin missionary who collected the earliest oral traditions on slavery from Kongo informants in the mid seventeenth century, noted that the traditions claimed that the first slaves in the kingdom appeared at its founding by Kongo's first conqueror king, Lukeni lua Nimi. The traditions that Cavazzi collected recalled that the lands that Lukeni conquered were 'ruled by a certain Mabambòlo Manipangalla, whose descendants have been driven out by this insolent conqueror, [and] became slaves '.
13
Unfortunately, we know nothing about the institution between Lukeni's conquest and the first written description of the trade in slaves in the kingdom. This first reference to slaves comes from a legend found on the Cantino Atlas of 1502 which noted that Kongo sold slaves to São Tomé for 'things of 14 Another early reference to the trade comes from a 1506 description by the Portuguese geographer Duarte Pacheco Pereira who, in listing the items Kongo traded between1502 and 1506, mentioned copper, ivory, palm cloth which resembled velvet and 'a small quantity of slaves '.
15
The several letters from King Afonso I (1509-43) to the Portuguese kings form the bedrock of any understanding of the social categories that existed in the kingdom and the place of slavery in it. For example, the terms that Afonso used to refer to different groups in Kongo in a long letter that he sent to King Manuel of Portugal in October 1514 leave no doubt that slavery was present in Kongo. The letter revealed a society consisting of a ruling group and people who were under the king's protection, as well as slaves and a slave market. In the first part of the letter Afonso noted that, because of his acceptance of Christianity, his father the king had 'taken away his income' and ridiculed him by telling him that he ' wished to see if our Lord God would give us other people (gente) since we believe so much in him'. Afonso, writing in Portuguese, used the Portuguese term gente (freeborn Kongos), 16 referring to those who provided him his livelihood through the rights he had to collect taxes from them.
17 In another letter of 1526 Afronso provided additional information that allows us to reconstruct social categories more clearly. In one part of the letter, Afonso referred to 'nossos filhos, parentes e naturaes' ('our children, relatives and natives [citizens] '), while elsewhere in the same letter he complained that slave traders were taking away his 'naturaes forros' ('free citizens'). Afonso's language leaves no doubt that Kongo had a group of freeborn commoners. In fact, in a 1529 letter that King João III of Portugal wrote to Afonso in response to complaints that Afonso had made about the illegal enslavement of freeborn Kongos, the king referred to 'naturaes ou de fora' (' citizens or outsiders [foreigners]') in summarizing the complaint that Afonso had made about who could be enslaved and who could not be.
18
The terms gente, naturaes and naturaes forros 19 referred to a different social group from the term fidalgo (nobleman) which Afonso also mentioned in his many letters. 19 These terms are being used in the sense in which Afonso and his contemporaries used them, which might not be the same meaning as they had in Europe.
20 Afonso to Manuel I, 5 Oct. 1514, MMA, I, 320.
that he fought. To stress that these people could be sold outside the country, he frequently used the term peça (piece), a Portuguese financial term referring to exported slaves, to describe them, even those not immediately awaiting export.
21
In the many references to slaves, Afonso noted that he had brought slaves back from his wars and had sent some to Portugal to cover various expenses. Afonso was using these slaves as commodity exports because they had monetary value in Portugal. In one case he referred to 50 slaves he sent to Lisbon 'to buy us the succor that we need'. He also made note of another group of 500 slaves (with an additional 30 in case some of the originals died) that he sent to Lisbon in two large ships whose sale was meant to cover the upkeep of ' two of our nephews'.
22 Moreover, the letter also contains several other references to the Portuguese purchasing slaves, and these references leave no doubt that Kongo already supported markets where slaves were bought and sold.
23
Indeed, the majority of the slaves Kongo exported during Afonso's reign and for the rest of the sixteenth century were foreign captives obtained from wars Kongo kings and their Portuguese allies waged against the neighboring Mbundu kingdom of Ndongo or in the region of Pamzelungu across the mouth of the Zaire River, as well as the Anzico region around the Malebo Pool (formerly Stanley Pool) on the river.
24 For example, after a war he waged against the Dembos region of Ndongo in 1512, Afonso specifically mentioned to King Manuel that he had sent him '410 slaves (peças) from the wars'. At this time Afonso operated an open slave market in the capital, for he notified King Manuel that the slaves who had been captured were 'in our compound (terreyro) ', and that Alvaro Lopes (Manuel's agent) 'chose 320 very good ones and took them away -leaving our compound (ter[r]eyro) 90 thin and old ones'.
25 Moreover, in a 1529 letter written by the Portuguese king, João III, to Afonso, João noted that he had heard that 'no slave ever leaves the country [Kongo] ' and went on to add that he had been told that slaves 'are ordered to be bought outside '. Furthermore, he observed that if Afonso 'send to the Pumbos [Tio region] ' he would get slaves.
26
Afonso facilitated the trade in slaves by establishing secure markets where Portuguese factors could conduct their business and where his representatives could sell war captives to them. Thus Afonso could continue selling foreign captives and still respect local customs about who could be enslaved.
Kongo did support a slave population, however, for Afonso noted in his 1514 letter that he had retained some of the slaves he had captured. Besides the foreign captives whom Afonso held as slaves, he and later sixteenthcentury kings and other members of the monarchy also held as slaves people born in Kongo who had been condemned for various kinds of crimes. Here, . Although João was probably exaggerating in response to Afonso's complaint that his country was being depopulated because his people were being stolen, this does not invalidate the statement that most of the slaves at the time came from outside of Kongo.
however, rules existed that limited opportunities for the enslavement of freeborn Kongos as well as restricted their sale. Some of these rules concerned selling of women, issues of just enslavement, limiting the kinds of people to be sold, and the like. For example, during Afonso's reign there were restrictions on the enslavement of Kongo women. Afonso raised the issue of the enslavement of women in his 1514 letter to King Manuel when he complained that, even though the Portuguese were only permitted to buy male slaves (peças), they were also buying female Kongo. Afonso pleaded with King Manuel to remind the priests that 'if they buy some slaves (peças) that they be male slaves (espriuos) and not to buy any woman'.
27 Afonso was outraged that the priests were purchasing women for sexual favors because he regarded himself as a pious Christian monarch who was working to transform Kongo into a European-style kingdom. Indeed, he identified one priest, Father Fernandes, who, he wrote, had even 'impregnated a woman in his house, and she gave birth to a mulatto'. He also noted that the Portuguese who had been sent as part of a cultural embassy to assist him had neglected their duties and became involved in slave trading and 'began to fill their houses with whores (putas)'.
28
Kongo also had rules that restricted the selling of Kongo subjects. For example in 1526 Afonso wrote to the Portuguese king, João III, noting that the numbers of Portuguese traders bringing goods into Kongo had increased and that they were selling their goods directly to unscrupulous Kongo noblemen who no longer relied on him to supply the imports. He complained that some of his vassals were conniving with the Portuguese and were enslaving Kongo subjects, even noblemen. In the letter Afonso referred to the Kongo merchants as ' thieves and men of bad conscience' who 'grab them [Kongo subjects] and carry them to sell'. He specifically accused the Portuguese of 'taking [every day] our natives, sons of the land and sons of our noblemen and our vassals and our relatives '. 29 The kidnapping of Kongo subjects so threatened Afonso's legitimacy that he pleaded with the Portuguese king to order his factors not to send ' either merchant or merchandise because our will is that in these kingdoms they should not have the trade in slaves nor the departure of them'.
30
The dilemma that the Kongo leadership faced was that, in order to enforce the laws concerning who could be enslaved, Kongo needed to remain a strong state. From the 1590s, however, the Kongo penchant for civil wars weakened the monarchy. Furthermore, the idea that Kongo subjects could be enslaved for crimes, including rebellion, undermined the protection that the kings guaranteed the population. These developments -a weakening monarchy, civil wars and the idea that Kongo subjects could be enslaved for certain crimes -ultimately undermined the guarantees to which the kings subscribed. Maintaining a strong monarchy was problematic since potential candidates for the throne had to gain the support of members of the royal family who held tenures in provinces. In many cases these officials put themselves up as prospective candidates or became partisans of candidates. In this situation, royal politics led to rebellions and civil wars which weakened 27 Afonso to Manuel I, 5 Oct. 1514, MMA, I, 300.
28 Ibid. 300-1. 29 Afonso to João III, 6 July 1526, MMA, I, 468.
30 Ibid. 471.
royal authority. As a result, freeborn Kongos increasingly became victims of enslavement and the slave trade.
T H E I N T E R N A T I O N A L T R A D E A N D T H E T R A N S F O R M A T I O N O F K O N G O S L A V E R Y
Sixteenth-century Kongo rulers sometimes faced political crises which led to the enslavement of freeborn Kongos, and the way they handled them speaks volumes about their ideas of slavery and freedom. The Jaga Invasion (or uprising) in 1568-70 -which occurred during the reign of King Á lvaro I and which led to the first large-scale enslavement of freeborn Kongosdemonstrates how far the Kongo state, when strong, was willing to go to guarantee the freedom of Kongos who had been enslaved. 31 The examples that follow clearly illustrate this commitment. Duarte Lopes, who arrived in Kongo in 1578 and remained there until 1583, noted that the invasion/ uprising resulted in a major economic crisis and 'as a result of the necessity, father sold son, and brother, brother so that each person obtained food in any manner they could '. These Kongo slaves immediately entered the circuit of the Atlantic and were transported by Portuguese merchants to São Tomé. This group of enslaved Kongos were different from the general run of slaves and Duarte Lopes observed that ' you can find in São Tomé and Portugal no small number of slaves born in Kongo sold for this necessity among whom were some of royal blood and principal lords '.
32
The sale of so many freeborn Kongos to the foreign trade was certainly not something that King Á lvaro condoned, for, as soon as the situation in the kingdom had stabilized, he sent one of his relatives, Sebastião Á lvares, in the company of a Portuguese agent, to São Tomé and Portugal to ransom his enslaved subjects. Many of the Kongo returned and Á lvaro integrated them, 'especially the nobles and lords ', into his administration.
33
Indeed, this incident reveals how serious sixteenth-century kings were about protecting freeborn Kongos from illegal enslavement. This idea was critical to Afonso's policy regarding the trade, and his 1526 letter accusing the Portuguese of illegally enslaving freeborn Kongos and threatening to end the trade (see above) was meant to reinforce this policy. Early seventeenthcentury kings also went to great lengths to ensure that freeborn Kongos were not illegally enslaved. When António Manuel, Kongo's ambassador, stopped in Bahia in 1604 on his way to Rome, he ransomed a slave named Pedro Mambala, and the certificate of freedom that he retained in his papers indicated that Pedro was a native of the Kongo and was ransomed because he had been 'badly sold ' (illegally enslaved). Moreover, in 1623, King Pedro II wrote to the pope and to King Philip of Spain complaining that, in November 1622, the governor of Angola, João Correia da Silva, had invaded his country and illegally enslaved and sent to Brazil many of his nobles and thousands of free people who had been captured following a battle in the region of Mbumbi. Pedro's insistence that the Kongos were free people who had been illegally enslaved eventually led King Philip to send an order to the governor in Brazil to find out the whereabouts of the Kongos and to return them to their homeland. Although most of the Kongos had already been sent to different regions, some were tracked down in Brazil and returned to Kongo.
35
The aim of protecting the freeborn Kongo population might explain why officials closely monitored the trade, even as slaves became the major form of foreign exchange. The role slaves played in Kongo's economy is clearly indicated in the desire of the early kings to prevent the Portuguese from trading slaves at the port of Luanda. In fact in 1548 Kongo officials conducted an inquest into Portuguese trading and sent it to Lisbon to reinforce their claims that Portuguese merchants were trading illegally in the port.
36
The idea that Kongo kings had obligations to the population was well established in the country. Indeed, the king's role as protector of the population was not limited to nobles and freeborn but covered slaves as well. At the 1641 coronation of King Garcia II (1641-61), for example, he had to listen as a herald read out the conditions under which he should rule. The new king was told : 'You shall be king, be no thief, neither covetous nor revengeful, but be a friend of the poor : You shall also give alms for the release of prisoners or slaves and help the needy'.
37
In fact, aside from the Jaga incident when the state proved incapable of protecting freeborn Kongos from enslavement (but even here Á lvaro did succeed in redeeming some of the enslaved Kongos), for most of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth centuries few freeborn Kongos were sold in the external market. Indeed, the custom of kings sending 'malefactors to a desert island so that they could be recuperated ' may also have reduced the number of Kongos sold to the overseas trade.
38 Thus when Kongo was at peace, or during the time when strong kings ruled, few freeborn Kongos were enslaved. This was largely because the slave trade was tightly monitored, even following civil unrest. A proclamation that Count Miguel of Soyo issued in 1593 at the end of a civil war between Kongo and Soyo provides an example of the steps officials took to monitor the trade, a situation that at the same time might have prevented freeborn Kongos from being enslaved. In the proclamation the count reiterated that the people should 'keep the roads open for the exit of slaves for the export trade of his majesty from all parts under penalty of death '. The proclamation also called on the population to keep the peace so that the king could begin again trading in slaves -most of whom originated in markets outside of the kingdom.
39
Moreover, in January 1600, King Á lvaro II sent out an official order to the Mani Mpemba, the ruler in one of Kongo's provinces, reminding him that the slave trade should be conducted only through the port of Mpinda and not at Luanda. He warned the Mani Mpemba that anyone contravening his order would suffer grave penalties and loss of property. The king also regularly communicated to officials reminding them that they should monitor the trade to ensure that no male or female slave should leave the kingdom without official documentation.
40 Furthermore, Kongo maintained a series of toll booths along the road between Mpumbu (Malebo Pool) -the major hub for the purchase of slaves from markets outside of Kongo -and Luanda. Portuguese merchants regularly complained about the dues they had to pay and tried to get rid of them. 41 The attempts of Kongo kings to monitor the trade in slaves might explain why the Portuguese did not immediately seek out slaves from among the freeborn Kongo population. In fact, a 1620 report noted that Portuguese merchants only passed through Kongo 'to the king of Mococo to trade … and from these kingdoms come slaves and cloth'. The report added that, in Kongo, 'they do not trade people, but only cloth, save in the case of a few malefactors '.
42 These policies at least ensured that only legitimately enslaved persons (mainly foreign captives) entered the external trade.
43
The problem that confronted Afonso and later rulers was that participation in the Atlantic network also meant that they had to obtain slaves to pay for commodities and alliances, even as they sought to keep their own freeborn population from being enslaved. For example, during his reign Afonso sent frequent gifts of slaves to the Portuguese king as well as using slaves to cover other transactions his agents conducted for him in Portugal. In a 1539 letter, Afonso referred to relatives he sent to study in Portugal, whose upkeep had to be covered by slaves, 44 while in others he mentioned the steps he had taken to keep open the roads to the interior markets so that the slave trade could take place.
45 Indeed, as long as the slaves were foreign-born or condemned by law, sixteenth-century rulers had no reservations about selling captives and condemned persons. This dependence on providing slaves for the foreign trade was such that, by the 1560s, Kongo kings, members of the elite, Portuguese traders and priests who were involved in foreign transactions all had to convert local payments into slaves.
A series of legal cases involving the church reveals the system of making exchanges between the local currency, nzimbu shells, and slaves, an international tender. A legal process involving the bishop of São Tomé, Gaspar Cão, in 1571 is illustrative. After being accused of not paying royal taxes on slaves he received from the Kongo king, the bishop claimed that he received the slaves on behalf of the church and that they should be exempt from royal duties (as was the practice for those slaves sent to the Portuguese king). He argued that since these slaves were actually taxes paid to the church by the Kongo king, and that the king could only pay in slaves, they (the slaves) were the actual money as ' busios [a Portuguese term for shell currencies] … was not current money '. To bolster his defense, Cão reasoned that, since part of his pastoral duties required him to travel to Kongo, the slaves who came from Kongo for him were payment for the duties he performed, and that he was doing nothing different from what 'the bishops his predecessors did, always carrying the said slaves '.
46
Although Kongo had a vibrant cloth trade and also used ivory, copper and shells as money, from the very beginning of the trade Portuguese merchants reduced all money in Kongo to slaves, and thus Kongos conducted all their international transactions in slaves. Indeed, slaves as an international currency existed side by side with Kongo's local currency, nzimbu shells, which had been in use before the arrival of the Portuguese. 47 The first mention of this shell money appeared in the account of the six Portuguese witnesses who were in Kongo with the first mission in 1491. Rui de Pina, who summarized the account, wrote that when the Portuguese mission arrived near Mbanza Kongo they were greeted by a royal official who had ' much of their money which are white sea shells ' and that they valued it as if it were ' purest gold '.
48
During Afonso's period and until the eighteenth century, nzimbu shells covered domestic expenses, but slaves covered international financial and diplomatic obligations. Afonso and other sixteenth-century kings not only acquired war captives as slaves but also purchased others, primarily at Mpumbu beyond their eastern border. In a letter of 1540, Afonso requested a loan of 5,000 cruzados (Portuguese currency) -perhaps as a line of credit -from the Portuguese king, which he noted that he needed to support his brother whom he had sent on an official visit to Rome. In spelling out how he planned to use the money, he wrote that he would be able to exchange it for the local currency (cofos [a unit, kofu] of nzimbu shells) which would allow him to purchase a number of slaves in the neighboring market. This plan revealed the method of exchange between slaves as international means of payment and nzimbus as a local currency, for Afonso concluded that, once he purchased the slaves, he would then be able to sell them in Portugal and repay the loan.
49 Later Kongo rulers and others in authority maintained the monetary system that Afonso had established, using slaves to cover imports and to pay for the political and cultural relations they maintained with Europeans.
A 1619 letter written by the Spanish clergyman Bras Correa provides some insight into the important place of slaves as foreign exchange in Kongo's economy. Bras Correa noted that, although shells (nzimbu or busio) and cloth served as money in the Kongo, Portuguese traders attempted to reduce 'all the types of money … to slaves who are embarked for Brazil '.
50 Indeed, by the opening decades of the seventeenth century, as demand for slaves in Portuguese Brazil and the Spanish Indies exploded, foreign captives were not sufficient to meet the demand, and Kongo elites increasingly looked to freeborn Kongos to cover their foreign imports and meet their international obligations.
In 1643 King Garcia II acknowledged how Kongo's reliance on slaves as international tender had compromised the state. In a letter to Father Filipe Franco, the Jesuit rector in Dutch-occupied Luanda, Garcia blamed the Portuguese in Luanda for the state of affairs, pointing out that 'in place of gold or silver or other things that serve as money in other places, the trade and money are pieces [slaves] which are not gold nor cloth but creatures'. In the letter, Garcia regretfully acknowledged that he and his ancestors, 'in our simplicity we gave place to that from which grows all the evils of our country'.
51 Garcia was the first Kongo ruler to articulate the moral dilemma of the practice of reducing slaves to money (although laying all the blame on his predecessors and the Portuguese).
Despite complaining about the system of reducing slaves to money, Garcia nevertheless made regular payments of slaves to the Portuguese and sent gifts and payments in slaves to the Dutch as well. As early as 1619, Kongo officials were pawning freeborn Kongos to Dutch traders, as a complaint made by the bishop of Kongo noted that the region of Soyo had become a major center for trade in people and other commerce, and that the count of Soyo participated in the trade with the 'discreet consent ' of the king of Kongo.
52 As Dutch/ Kongo commerce expanded by the 1630s, Dutch merchants at the port of Mpinda could report of Soyo that 'here is no lack of ivory or slaves '.
53
In addition to selling slaves, seventeenth-century Kongo officials continued the practice established by their sixteenth-century predecessors of cementing their diplomacy with gifts of slaves. there that they had 'six or seven slaves to sell there to procure by this means articles'.
54
Furthermore, King Garcia also sent an embassy consisting of 'three young nobles of my royal house ' to Brazil and Holland. The emissaries also had a letter from Garcia, dated 20 February 1643, which informed Dutch officials that accompanying the embassy was ' a small advance of slaves, since circumstances do not permit otherwise'.
55 In a series of letters between the West India Company's representatives in Brazil and officials in the Netherlands over the distribution of the slaves, we learn that Garcia also paid for the Dutch attack on Luanda as he had earlier promised. In one letter he indicated that 500 of the 700 slaves were 'in compensation for expenses already undertaken in his service ' and that he was making good on his promise. When the emissaries arrived in Recife, they gave a 'verbal declaration'as to how Garcia wanted the slaves to be distributed.
56 What this set of correspondence also reveals is the level to which the ruling elites had been compromised by the slave trade. In 1645, when the war with Soyo still raged, Garcia sent 'many slaves to the 
57
The custom of making all kinds of payments in slaves meant that demand for slaves to use as money was high. Moreover, slaves had other uses as well, and this also put a premium on owning slaves, especially among the nobility. In the early seventeenth century, when Kongo stopped expanding and waging wars against its neighbors, elites had the opportunity to manipulate the laws concerning the kinds of crimes for which freeborn Kongos could be enslaved. Civil wars which began in the last quarter of the seventeenth century and which continued into the eighteenth further encouraged this process, and contenders for power enslaved the populations of their rivals. Thus, condemning rebels to slavery increasingly became the way for freeborn Kongos to lose their freedom. In time, kings and their political rivals openly enslaved free Kongos, selling some to Portuguese and other foreign merchants, sending others as gifts to missionaries and political allies, and keeping the remainder to serve as soldiers, producers or status symbols.
S L A V E R Y A N D E N S L A V E M E N T I N K O N G O
Although during most of the sixteenth century foreign slaves comprised a significant section of the slaves exported from Kongo, and the kingdom also retained a slave population, early descriptions of Kongo do not mention large 54 Louis Jadin, L'ancien Congo et l'Angola (1639-55) d'après les archives romaines, portugaises, néerlandaises, et espagnoles (3 vols.) (Louvain, 1975) slave settlements. 58 Moreover, the rules about who could be enslaved and the political stability that Kongo enjoyed may have kept large numbers of freeborn Kongos from being exported as slaves. Indeed the few mid sixteenthand early seventeenth-century sources that refer to domestic slaves give no indication that slaves comprised a significant and separate part of the population. In a letter that King Diogo wrote in 1550 to his supporters, concerning his uncle, the ex-king Pedro, he warned them 'not to follow any one of [his] lineage, neither son nor daughter nor male or female relative, even if they are slaves '. Undoubtedly, at the time, domestic slaves in elite households were considered part of the extended family.
59
Apart from the foreign captives that kings retained from the foreign wars, members of Kongo's political elite acquired slaves by purchasing them at slave markets. For example, in a 1575 letter that King Á lvaro I wrote to Father Garcia Simões, in which he proclaimed his innocence with regard to an accusation that his ambassadors in the court of Ndongo had persuaded the Angolan ruler to have the Portuguese missionary Francisco Gouvea killed, Á lvaro informed Simões that 'I have sent to Pumbo to buy some slaves to send to you '. 60 Pigafetta also referred to the slaves being purchased, noting that during the 1580s Anzico slaves were available for purchase in Kongo. He wrote that the main source of Kongo slaves was Mbata, a province in the eastern part of the country, but added that slaves from this region, whom he called ' Monsobos' (' Zombos') 61 were 'resistant to enslavement ' and were very 'obstinate '. 62 In Mbata at this time, a slave had the same value as 'one small civet cat ', which was also a major item of trade. 63 Most likely these slaves came from the territories east of Mbata which Kongo used as a staging point to expand eastwards. As late as 1604-8, Kongo kings were incorporating kingdoms such as Kundi 64 into their sphere, and these regions were most likely the sources of slaves held by Kongo elites. After this period, Kongo acquired its foreign-born slaves by trading in the northeastern region of Mpumbu (Malebo Pool).
65
Kongo elites also obtained slaves as income from taxes. A Vatican document of 1595 noted that the principal revenue of the Kongo king was 'slaves, palm cloth … ivory, various products and their own peculiar money (nzimbu shells) ' . 66 An annual tax that was also levied on each household throughout the kingdom to support the queen was actually calculated in slaves, with each household paying one slave, and some large households paying as many as three slaves in taxes. 67 Although we do not know when this taxation began, Dapper's reference to the tax in the 1640s also noted that nobles acquired slaves as part of their income as well.
68 By the end of the sixteenth century there was quite a large number of slaves in the kingdom, and Hilton suggested that the 4,000-5,000 soldiers held by each of the four principal nobles as the personal guard of King Á lvaro II (1587-1614) were Tio slaves from the Malebo Pool. 69 Thus most of the slaves in Kongo were foreigners who came from the Tio region -either as a result of conquests or by being bought from Anzico traders who came to Kongo to trade.
70
Kongo also had legal ways of allowing for the enslavement of freeborn Kongos for crimes, but such enslavement followed a strict set of rules. The existence of such rules meant that some elites also obtained freeborn Kongos as slaves because they were found guilty of certain crimes and sentenced to enslavement. A letter of 1576 noted that, whereas in Angola people guilty of stealing were condemned to death, in Kongo 'the penalty is perpetual captivity'. 71 Besides the extraordinary events connected to the Jaga Invasion and the return of enslaved Kongos, however, sixteenth-century sources are silent as to whether the enslavement of freeborn Kongos for crimes was commonplace.
Seventeenth-century sources, however, suggest that, in fact, enslavement of freeborn people by a variety of means became increasingly common, perhaps as a response to the vicious, protracted competition among the elites. Moreover, market opportunities also appear to have made enslavement of freeborn Kongos more commonplace. Dapper, referring to the situation in the 1640s, listed many arbitrary ways that freeborn Kongos became slaves. He noted that the king ordinarily enslaved anyone who failed to show 'due respect and obedience ', and that free people might also be enslaved if a kinsman was condemned to death for a crime, since the condemned person 'loses his goods and his slaves … so that none of his relations enjoy ought that was his'. 72 When the duke of Nsundi became convinced that a local village leader disrespected him, he 'destroyed all and made many people slaves ' while those who could fled. 73 Impugning the honor of a freeborn person often led to enslavement as well. In this situation, the opposing groups would stage public duels, and individuals on the losing side who failed to make good their escape became slaves to the winners. 74 Moreover, a person faced enslavement for stealing from the garden or house of his neighbor. Indeed, unscrupulous freeborn Kongos found many ways to enslave members of their kin, and would swear to the buyers 'that they were already slaves and condemned many times to death '. 75 In one case that occurred in 1654 a young man sold as slaves 'his brothers and sisters and even his mother and father'. Many of those who sold family members into slavery justified their action by explaining that 'it was tolerated by ancient custom ' and that they themselves were subject to being enslaved.
76 Arbitrary enslavement of free people had become so widespread that a 1650 report reflecting on Kongo's status as a Christian kingdom commented that the king raided the lands of officials he wanted to discipline and captured 'the unfortunate man and [took] by force all his people'. Presumably the people who were taken were freeborn Kongos who would become slaves.
77
Entire villages could also face enslavement if some of their members were found guilty of certain crimes. For example, in 1653, when King Garcia was informed that the people of the village of Ulolo had killed the missionary Father Joris van Geel who had burnt their nkisi (charm), he ordered the local official to appear in court, and, after conducting a trial, 'sent an order to have the village head arrested along with all the inhabitants ', and made many in the village slaves and sent them to Luanda to be sold to the Portuguese.
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Serafino da Cortona, who was in Luanda at the same time that the enslaved Kongos arrived, met 'some of the blacks that the king of Kongo sent to sell as slaves ', and he was able to get those who had participated in the murder to confess.
79
Other crimes that led to enslavement included adultery with the daughters, wives, nieces and concubines of elite men. A Capuchin report commenting on some positive elements of Kongo customs noted that, in Soyo, 'whoever deflowers a girl, would himself become her slave … as payment for his crime, or if he is poor these slaves ought to be from his relatives'.
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Indeed, the custom that elite Kongos followed of having one legal wife and many ' concubines ' meant that elite men could buy 'as many women as they could maintain '. When these women (called mancebas [concubines]) had children (in some elite households the several concubines might have more than 100 children), if the men were unable to take care of their progeny they often would sell some of them into slavery.
81
Witchcraft accusations could also lead to enslavement, but even here rules were in place to protect the accused. The situation in the region of Soyo where the count could still enforce laws against enslavement reveals how far the law went to safeguard people's freedom. The missionary Merolla reported that in the 1680s the law required that 'if the wizard is taken be a freeman … for the first offense he is enjoined penance; for the second he pays 75 Cavazzi, Descrição histórica, I, 86, 160.
76 Ibid. 86. 77 ' Points à toucher dans lá reponse du pape au rei du Congo pour aide cette chré-tienté ', in Jadin, L'ancien Congo, III, 1290-1.
78 Serafino da Cortona to Jose de Granada, 6 Mar. 1653, in Jadin, L'ancien Congo, III, 1451-2 ; see also Biblioteca Nacional de Madrid, MS 3533, Antonio de Teruel, ' Descricion narrativa de la mission serafica de los Padres Capuchinos … en el reyno de Congo ' (1664) an Indian piece [a unit of account] about the value of a slave, but if he offends a third time, he is forthwith sold for a slave, and the price distributed to the poor '. These rules, however, did not cover slaves, for if a slave was accused of witchcraft he was immediately ' sold and sent among the whites '.
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While other mechanisms of enslavement were commonplace throughout Kongo's history, enslavement as a punishment for treason as a result of factional struggles became more important by the 1600s. Enslavement of freeborn Kongos occurred because of rivalries among various factions of the elite, and the custom was to enslave the rival party and his family, as well as all those who followed him. Kongo experienced a series of dynastic conflicts between the death of Á lvaro II in 1614 and the election of Pedro II in 1622. Mateus Cardoso, a Jesuit missionary in Kongo at the time, reporting on the joyous occasion of Pedro's coronation, contrasted it with the situation that prevailed in former times at the death of the king. He commented that God saved Kongo from the revolts that the kingdom usually experienced at the death of the king when both 'the nobles and … the common people ' rose up in revolt, which usually involved ' deaths, cruelties, and robberies, in which it is certain that the Portuguese who come and travel in this part will enter in [to obtain slaves]'.
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The connection between political rivalries that led to civil wars and enslavement of freeborn Kongos is best revealed by events during the reign of Á lvaro VI. The problem began after the death of King Pedro II in 1624 and lasted well into the 1640s. 84 In the first of the two wars that he fought, Á lvaro suffered significant military losses to the count of Soyo who brought a large army against him, along with '80 Portuguese soldiers'. In the second of the two defeats, the king escaped with 'the loss of many slaves '.
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Furthermore Pieter Moortamer, the Dutch factor in Kongo and Luanda in 1642, informed the council of the West India Company in Brazil that any Kongo who fled from the army during combat was 'reduced to slavery with his whole family'.
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The civil war period (1665-1709) that followed the battle of Mbwila (1665) was a fundamental turning point for Kongo society in that it created longlasting rivalries that were not resolved and that undermined many of the sixteenth-century institutions that protected freeborn Kongos from enslavement. In Kongo proper, the prolonged series of wars caused the state to collapse and allowed contenders for the throne, with their base of support in the several provinces, to condemn to enslavement anyone who supported their rivals. This situation continued into the eighteenth century as Kongo entered a state of anarchy.
87 In the first place, the civil wars led to the collapse of the state and therefore its capacity to protect free Kongos from enslavement. At the same time, the need that various factions had for munitions and other imported materials increased the demand for slaves. With the collapse of the state, rivals exploited the laws about treason, deference to superiors and the like to enslave whole communities of freeborn Kongos.
The several missionaries who lived in the kingdom during the period of civil war left reports of many incidents describing the enslavement of freeborn Kongos.
88 Some individuals were enslaved because they supported the losing party in a private dispute and were captured 'and became slaves to the conquerors '.
89 Moreover, Girolamo Merolla da Sorrento noted that, during his first year in Kongo (1682), the conflicts between two rivals for the throne led one of the contenders, 'Simantamba' (Nzimba Ntamba), to capture several freemen and send them as slaves to the ruler of Soyo, a powerful elector whose vote he wanted to have. 90 In another incident that occurred in 1701, the Mani Lumbo (a royal official), following the order of King Pedro IV, captured 58 slaves after attacking and destroying the village of a local ruler whom the king considered a traitor. Among those enslaved were 'many free people', some of whom lived in the villages, along with others who were visiting.
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Non-combatant members of the elite were not exempt from arbitrary enslavement, as the case involving a young woman whom Pedro IV gave to the missionary Marcellino d'Atri as a slave in 1698 illustrated. When the girl's mother attempted to ransom her, d'Atri found out that the young woman, whose name was Susanna, was actually the daughter of Pedro's standard bearer and had been enslaved because her father had lost the royal standard.
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The case of two Christian Kongo boys who attempted to avoid enslavement and sale by their mother is particularly illustrative as it focuses on the role close relatives played in the enslavement of their kinsmen. In 1747 the boys were apprehended as they attempted to steal the pig that the missionaries owned, and explained their actions by noting that, in order to avoid being sold to Dutch and English traders whom the missionaries referred to as heretics, 'we tried to kill your pig, in order to remain slaves at your post and live as Christians as we desire '. The custom at the time was that ' whoever kills the animal of his neighbor remains a slave of the person he has harmed '. Moreover, elite members used other subterfuges to enslave freeborn Kongos, one of which involved hiding crosses in the bush and leaving a lookout to capture the unfortunate Kongo who happened to touch the cross.
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Increasing anarchy also led Kongo kings and rivals to keep armed slaves for their protection. For example, in 1665 as António I prepared to raise a slave army to face an invading Portuguese army of 400 Europeans and 4,000 African slave soldiers at the Battle of Mbwila, the Kongo-born Capuchin Francisco de São Salvador warned the king that he should not risk the lives of so many slaves against 'so warlike a people as the Portuguese '. In fact, both António and Francisco were killed during the battle, as well as several nobles who had also brought their forces to the war. Following their victory, the Portuguese captured thousands of the Kongo slave soldiers.
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Some rivals had large slave armies which they used to promote their own candidates for the kingship. For example, in 1685, the vicar-general of Kongo, who was quite old, had 'six thousand slaves at his command, beside subjects [in order to] force his son's promotion to the priesthood, to the end that he might crown him king of Kongo'. 95 Furthermore, although Daniel da Silva had declared Soyo independent from Kongo in 1645, rulers of this former Kongo province were still formidable players in the politics of Kongo and kept slave armies to protect their borders. Lorenzo da Lucca reported that, when he arrived in Soyo in December 1705, he was greeted by a volley of muskets set off by slave soldiers whom the prince had settled at a place called Matto Cortato.
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In the aftermath of the civil war in 1709 and the efforts of Pedro IV and the leaders who followed him to rid the kingdom of the supporters of the popular mystic Beatriz Kimpa Vita, Kongo ended up exporting more than 30,000 of its subjects. 97 The end of the war did not really bring a close to the chaos, however, and elite families continued to keep large retinues of slaves. A 1747 description of the residence of the count of Soyo noted that, like other residences of the elite, the count's consisted of thirty to forty one-room cabins in an enclosure, 'one part of them around the prince's [house] and are inhabited by his slaves. Another set are around the princess and serve her slaves '.
98 In 1765, Capuchin missionary Cherubino da Savona noted that war refugees, in all likelihood people who fled the conflicts that broke out in other parts of the kingdom, made up a significant percentage of Soyo's population. 99 Soyo's military strength made it able to protect them. As Kongo kings' power eroded in the course of the 1700s, factional fighting became endemic in the kingdom and each side made slaves of their opponents' followers. The leaders of the factions completely ignored the policy that former rulers had established of not enslaving freeborn Kongos, and regarded the members of the opposing sides as rebels liable to enslavement. Although the breakdown would only become more visible from the 1780s onwards after the death of Afonso V, from the mid 1700s the countryside was already heavily populated with slaves whom factions used for their defense. Cherubino da Savona, traveling in the kingdom in the mid-1760s, listed 22 provinces and settlements, several of them headed by women and many with large slave populations. 100 Less than two decades later Portuguese missionary Rafael de Castello de Vide noted that the ruler of Mpemba, Dom Afonso, the brother of the king, controlled 50 settlements of slaves and observed that such slaves were used mostly to 'defend them in time of war and no one neither great or small is without them'. 101 As he traveled in other areas of the kingdom, de Vide commented on other settlements of slaves, noting, for example, that in the mountainous region of Kibangu there were many 'great princes, powerful nobles of many lands and many settlements of slaves '. Even the lesser nobles, who were the sons, nephews and grandsons of the powerful rulers, also controlled slave settlements.
102
Throughout the second part of the eighteenth century, provincial rulers with large numbers of slave soldiers under their control monopolized the selection process of Kongo kings, many of whom had very short reigns or were kept impoverished by the powerful provincial lords. Unlike the situation before the civil war, the nobles who oversaw the coronation ceremony from the mid-1700s onwards made no pretense that the king was required to protect the population. In 1764, at Á lvaro XI's coronation, the king was reminded that it was to the lords that he owed his position and had to swear to: love his vassals and consider the great dignity which he has been given and which he would give to many others, and not place himself above nor to depreciate them, should not take what they possess, not aggravate them, not rob them with his power, because he was elected to be their king only to defend them, to keep the peace for them, and the customs of his ancestors.
103
Raimondo da Dicomano commented on the role of slaves and slave armies in the political process by noting that kings were powerful only when 'they come from a family that has a lot of slave followers '. He added that kings who did not have soldiers and an army exercised no authority, and that the reigning king Dom Enrique I (1793-5) was very weak because he 'does not have soldiers or an army' and only had 'twenty to twenty five guns and his relatives are very poor '.
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F R E E B O R N K O N G O S , S L A V E R Y A N D T H E A T L A N T I C T R A D E
Thus, unlike in the sixteenth century and the early part of the seventeenth century when most Kongo slaves were foreign captives or were brought into the core provinces from the more distant provinces and sold in local markets, the chaotic period in the eighteenth century following the civil war witnessed a situation where fewer slaves came from outside the Kongo. In fact, by the middle of the seventeenth century, the size of the slave population had increased dramatically from what it was in the sixteenth century, and Antonio Cavazzi, who lived in Kongo and Angola between 1654 and 1668, asserted that 'the number of slaves is almost equal to the number of free persons'. He also observed that the only material wealth that people had was 'some slaves '.
105
Many of the slaves during the period came from the freeborn population and increasingly entered the circuit of the Atlantic slave trade. In the 1640s, when Kongo slaves began appearing at the ports in larger numbers, Portuguese and Dutch merchants were reluctant to purchase them, since they believed that they (particularly noblemen) ' being used to live idly, when they are brought to labor they die quickly '. 106 Indeed, a former Portuguese slave called Luis, who worked for the Dutch administrator Mortimer soon after the Dutch had taken control of Luanda in 1641, and who had traveled widely in Angola and Kongo and twice made the Atlantic crossing with his owner to Brazil to sell slaves, warned Mortimer that he should avoid exporting slaves from Kongo or Loango. He observed that these slaves 'die from sickness in great numbers more than others, because for the most part, they are former freemen reduced to slavery '. 107 Portuguese merchants for their part often kept Kongo slaves -especially nobles whom they had captured in the wars in Luanda, 'to get them accustomed to poverty and to slavery '.
108
Despite these concerns, the trade in Kongo slaves expanded and, as the civil war dragged on into the eighteenth century, warlords in the various provinces sold free Kongos as slaves to Vili (Loango-based) traders for resale to the Dutch, and increasingly to the English, or sold them directly to the Europeans. The missionary Merolla who arrived in Soyo in the 1670s noted the widespread sale of Kongos (almost certainly as a result of their capture during the early years of the civil war) to the Dutch and English. He went so far as to write a letter to the king and count arguing that 'at least the heretics should be excluded from this merchandize, especially the English who made it their business to buy slaves here, and to carry them to Barbados, where they are exposed to the Protestant religion, so very contrary to ours '. In 1683, Merolla continued his attack against the rulers for selling Christian Kongos, and posted a ban on the church door which called on nobles who sold free Kongos to ' think with compassion on the slaves their countrymen ' who, when sold, became slaves to Protestant heretics who would 'pervert the good principles we have instilled in them'. 109 In response to Merolla's letter and the threat to excommunicate him, the count defended himself with the argument that he sold slaves to the English because they provided him with arms to keep his enemies at bay. He subsequently sold 15 free residents of Soyo to an English merchant.
110 Moreover, in 1701, the Soyo ruler António III Barreto da Silva actually wrote to the pope requesting permission to sell Christian slaves to the heretics so he could defend his country.
The wars pushed more freeborn Kongos into the Atlantic trade, and inmissionary in the Danish West Indies in the 1760s, interviewed and recorded the recollections of several Kongos about their enslavement. One of the enslaved Kongo told Oldendorp that he had taken a long voyage and was apprehended by ' manstealers' who took him to a Danish ship. Another remembered that he was tricked into being sold, for his own relatives had arranged with 'manstealers ' to take him when he went to a certain place. When he arrived at the location (a warehouse where slaves were kept) he was taken to a Danish ship.
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C O N C L U S I O N From the first contacts with the Portuguese in 1483 to the period of the civil war and anarchy (after 1665), Kongo was a supplier of slaves to the Atlantic market and also had a population of slaves. Kongo was also a country that had rules that regulated the trade and initially limited the export of freeborn Kongos to the Atlantic market. For much of the sixteenth century, when Kongo was a strong state, rulers were able to pursue strategies that allowed Kongo to export, for the Atlantic, war captives or slaves bought outside of Kongo, to pay for its foreign imports and the diplomatic and cultural ties with Europeans. Kongo officials not only sold foreign-born slaves to the Portuguese but also allowed the Portuguese to use Kongo as a base for trading in foreign-born slaves. Moreover, Kongo elites employed both foreign-born and Kongo-born slaves in a variety of economic activities and also used them as soldiers.
The protection from enslavement that freeborn Kongos enjoyed dissipated during the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as foreign wars declined and internal strife led competing factions to enslave partisans of rivals. Under these conditions, Kongo could not simultaneously be a major supplier of foreign slaves, maintain a social order based on slavery, and still protect freeborn Kongos from enslavement. Thus the distinctions between foreign-born slaves and freeborn Kongos disappeared. Ultimately every Kongo was a potential slave.
